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The Visual Collider premiered in September 2009 at the Gallery of Modern and Contemporary Art, Vela
Luka, Croatia. At Space on Dobbin, Nina Czegledy and Marcus Neustetter presented the artist book of The
Visual Collider, accompanied by a superimposed projection that collides Czegledy and Neustetter’s
imagery.
Artists’ presentation:
On November 30, 2009, billions of particles were smashed together in nano-seconds to follow up the first
major test on recreating the first moments of the Big Bang, in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the
world’s most powerful particle accelerator.
It is fascinating to consider that in a world of pragmatic marketing advantages, a project without any real
goals of monetizing claims two decades of development and billions of dollars. It is an almost
unimaginably long-term project, requiring millions of man-hours to produce it. The gigantic 17 miles

underground tunnel is fitted out with more than 9 billion dollars worth of steel and requires 120 tons of
helium to cool it down. The LHC – as Kurt Andersen wrote recently – is essentially a super-microscope that
will use the largest energies ever generated to examine trillionth-of-a-millimeter bits of matter. It was
first tested in September 2008 with a brilliant start, however nine days later an accident happened
causing two years of repair for 40 million $.
Half the particle physicists– about seven and half thousand in all – on the earth are working on the Large
Hadron Collider. Thousands of scientists and technicians worked for decades to achieve this scientific
spectacle “challenging those who seek confirmation of established knowledge, and those who dare to
dream beyond the paradigm”. In certain ways the LHC is not only the largest machine every built it can
also be considered one of the largest art project ever developed or as Andersen noted a quasi-religious
undertaking.
We –Marcus and Nina- were so inspired by a lecture on the LHC that we immediately adopted a fresh
approach to our project-in-process leading to The Visual Collider. Our Collider is an ironic take on high
tech, high cost mega- ventures.
At the actual Collider every function including research, development and production, is based on
principles and systems. In contrast our method is spontaneous, immediate and intentionally unsystematic.
Nevertheless there are significant junctures. LHC is an immense scientific mission – paralleling our deep
interest in the intersection of arts, science and technology. While in the sciences it is prudent to build on
fundamental facts with analytical precision, in reality these investigations are often permeated with the
exploration of the unknown, reaching unexpected revelations. In our practice working with the bizarre,
traveling towards unpredictable destinations is a regular pursuit. In science a negative experimental
result might become as valid as an expected outcome. These unexpected results including happy
accidents often lead to significant alternate solutions or theories. Our adjacent images presented in this
exhibition reveal unconventional interpretations frequently through unforeseen collisions. By employing a
personal approach to the Visual Collider we challenge mega-projects such as the actual LHC, asking
atypical questions concerning the experimental smashing together of information whether in the form of
photographic light or protons.
For several years, we have been involved in high-tech experimentation in the virtual and the physical
world. These days however, -similarly to many others, - we feel that there is a certain validity in a lowtech approach. This project differs very much from most of our work where we seek to evoke the
sublime.
For the first exhibited manifestation of The Visual Collider, we presented a small segment of our larger
vision of an ongoing collision of images and impressions that take place with each experience by us. In
some sense, the exhibition in Korcula became a first sketch for a Visual Collider that, much like the LHC,
can produce data through reaction, some of which is measured and some of which we are not able to
comprehend or express.
In the “Visual Collider” we present raw, spontaneous records that reflect more a momentary involvement
that is simply juxtaposed with another. With this we make use of everyday experiences, experimenting
with commonplace objects and situations. While the scale differs, our act of snatching and smashing
these moments together is not unlike the Hadron Collider colliding myriad of particles in fractions of
seconds.
The Visual Collider image sets (derived from our own source material) traverse cultural, political and
personal boundaries suggesting different connotations. During the journey we cross time and space,
bracketing generations and spanning continents in a never-ending conceptual loop. In the process of the
juxtaposition of ideas and images we invite the viewers to develop their own hypothesis, their own
Collider of the project.
In comparison to the fabricated structure of the Large Hadron Collider our Visual Collider is mobile and
ephemeral. The circumference extends beyond 17 miles into a hopefully global journey. The options of
exploring the virtual domain the possibilities for participation and involvement become wide open to all.
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In “The Visual Collider,” a modern interpretation of an age-old question, artists Nina
Czegledy and Marcus Neustetter are hoping for a Big Bang.
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The Hungro-Canadian and South African artists, respectively, discussed their ongoing
collaborative project during a lecture and reception at exhibition space Alma On Dobbin in
Greenpoint, Brooklyn, last Thursday, January 7. Based on the Large Hadron Collider (the
astronomically complex and expensive scientific mega-experiment that is attempting to
recreate the conditions of the first moments of our Universe’s existence by smashing atomic
particles together at incredibly fast speeds), “The Visual Collider” is the pair’s attempt to
reconcile artistically the moment when the confluence of matter, or in this case photographic
light, cease to be disparate identities and instead become one object.
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This is achieved through a series of visual mash-ups of plain, unadorned photographic
source material. More exactly, it is an ironic, purposely low-tech reconstruction, combining
snapshot photography taken during the two artists’ many travels, through both overlay (in the
form of bare-boned projections) and juxtaposition (in a foldout book of images, the stronger
element of the installation).
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While reading a methodically detailed and somewhat quixotic artist statement, Czegledy and
Neustetter revealed their mix of enthrallment and distaste for the LHC, an undertaking some
critics have called quasi-religious. While it’s not completely evident what ratio those dualistic
feelings end up at in the artists’ minds, the simplistic yet appealing end result is more readily
accessible. Even if many of the photographic pairs are predictable (think shots of planes and
Arabic imagery, bullet hole ridden walls and a South African populace), the pictures are
captivating (especially noteworthy coming from a pair with no photographic background), and
their combination stirs unavoidable feelings about how we view the world.
As the exhibit travels around the world (this was the second stop after the premier in Croatia
last September), mimicking the 17 mile trajectory of the particles in the LHC, Czegledy and
Neustetter plan on changing the way their images are combined. In that sense, it provides
more questions for both the artist and viewer then it does answers. Which would appear to
make it a scientific exploration of note.
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